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A Family Affair 2013-07-30

after she gives up a chance to attend julliard to care for her sick mother olivia dawson learns that her father is alive and well and very wealthy and makes it a point to confront the man who left her and her mother in his wake original 50 000 first printing

A Family Affair - A Free Preview of the First 7 Chapters 2013-06-03

award winning author reshonda tate billingsley whose bestselling fiction tackles some of life s toughest situations the florida times union unravels the secrets in a mother s past that turn her daughter s life upside down by revealing the family she never knew existed her dream of studying dance at juilliard is within reach but olivia dawson turns down the opportunity choosing instead to stay with her ailing mother in the houston projects where they barely make ends meet lorraine dawson is olivia s whole world and now olivia insists on being there for her but when lorraine learns olivia is sacrificing college for her sake her heartache triggers a series of shattering events that results in olivia discovering her father a man she was told had died years ago but he is alive and well and he s the powerful ceo of one of the country s richest corporations with her best friend urging her to claim a much deserved chunk of bernard wells s fortune olivia seeks out his los angeles mansion but it s not money she wants it s answers why did he abandon lorraine when olivia was three years old why did they suffer in poverty while he gave his real wife and son a life of luxury opening up the past however is more complicated than olivia or bernard expected and the pain of yesterday s sins must be confronted before true healing and a bright tomorrow can begin

The Devil Is a Lie 2013-05-28

when an ecstatic nina lawson wins millions in the lottery her world is turned upside down at first she and her fiance rick are delighted and start to plan their future soon people are coming out of the woodwork to claim a piece of her winnings the most unexpected request comes from todd nina s ex husband he reveals that their divorce paperwork was never filed and she may be compelled to share half the money as the situation spirals out of control nina risks losing her heart and her newfound winnings to find out what really matters

Reshonda Tate Billingsley - Say Amen 2011-06-21

this ebook box set contains two books in reshonda tate billingsley s say amen series as well as an excerpt from her third installment say amen again let the church say amen reverend simon jackson has always felt destined to lead and he s done a good job of it but while the good reverend s been busy tending his flock his family s gone astray his nineteen year old daughter rachel gives new meaning to baby mama drama david the oldest at twenty seven has been spiraling into a life of crime blessedly jonathan simon s beloved middle child is poised to take his side as associate pastor or so everybody thinks at the heart of the jackson family is loretta the reverend s devoted wife who s beginning to realize that enabling him to give more to the church than to their children was a mistake will loretta be able to help her husband reunite their tattered family before it s too late everybody say amen when her husband hears god s call to become a preacher rachel jackson adams is distressed she grew up a preacher s daughter and knows how difficult life under the microscope can be for a reverend s family but hot headed rachel has toned down her wild ways and for the sake of her marriage and her two children she is now the reluctant first lady of zion hill when her son jordan begins fighting at school rachel turns to the boy s father bobby rachel s first love from years ago married now himself there should be nothing between them except their concern for jordan so why does seeing bobby again feel so distractingly tempting rachel must listen carefully to discover what god truly wants for her and decide if bobby is the lover of her dreams or the devil in disguise say amen again once again the spirited houston congregation featured in reshonda tate billingsley s let the church say amen and everybody say amen has a major scandal unfolding and the outspoken rachel jackson adams is at the heart of the hilarious and poignant drama

Victoria Christopher Murray and ReShonda Tate Billingsley's Pastors' Wives 4-Bo 2011-12-06

an ebook boxed set by collaborators victoria christopher murray and reshonda tate billingsley includes
The Devil Is a Lie 2009-07-07

all that glitters isn't gold in this new compelling tale of love, money, and divorce gone wrong from award-winning and 1 essence bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley most people think that money is the key to happiness but when an ecstatic nina lawson wins millions in the powerball lottery her world is turned upside down at first she and her fiancé rick are delighted with the unexpected windfall and immediately begin planning their future soon family members and friends begin coming out of the woodwork to claim a piece of nina's winnings but the most unexpected request comes from todd nina's ex husband he and his fiancée pam with whom he had the affair that ended their marriage reveal that the paperwork making todd and nina's divorce official was never filed and she may be compelled to share half the money with her husband as the situation begins to spiral out of control nina risks losing her heart and her newfound winnings to find out what really matters with just the right blend of joy, drama and humor billingsley entertains and inspires readers with every turn of the page it's no surprise that her readership grows with each new book

Fortune & Fame 2014-02-25

frenemies jasmine and rachel are approached by the producers of a popular reality tv show that will follow the lives of the wives of well known baptist leaders in this new novel from the best selling authors of sinners saints original

Finding Amos 2015-10-13

three national bestselling authors join talents in a multi-dimensional novel that illustrates the importance of love, family and forgiveness after a lifetime of womanizing, making babies and then disappearing and taking no responsibility for his actions amos davis has finally reached an impasse literally crashing his car down a one way street it may be the only road to redemption for the aging musician now afflicted with alzheimer's disease for it has brought together the three daughters he abandoned but when it comes to their deadbeat dad their hearts may already be sealed cass the child of amos's mistress has had enough heartache from losing her mother to the tragic end of her marriage amos was never there for her why should this talented cake maker be sweet to him now toya always the other woman in her affairs with married men was deeply scarred by amos's public denial of her existence years ago will seeing him again send her further down a troubled path a gifted writer tomiko channels her pain into her stories of the father she never knew in her imagined world she is safe but will she ever risk her heart on real love a powerful interplay of memory and reality this emotionally taut novel weaves the voices of three authors to deliver an unforgettable tale of one man's struggle to make peace with his failures his family and the destinies of those who must forgive to move forward with their own lives and dreams

A Little Bit of Karma 2021-09-28

meet shannon and jay lovejoy the rich and successful power couple who to the fans of their call in radio show seem like they've got it all but after three years their once passionate and loving romance has fizzled and the couple's divorce becomes embroiled in not only a mess of infidelity and deceit but the untimely and shocking death of jay's mistress as well

What's Done In the Dark 2014-07-15

shocking herself by cheating on her husband with her best friend's spouse who dies of a heart attack during their tryst felise sneaks away and is rapidly overwhelmed by guilt while her husband and best friend struggle to find out what happened by the award winning author of say amen again original

Say Amen, Again 2015-05-26

as the first lady of zion hill rachel is pastor lester adams's wife and she's currently pregnant unfortunately so is lester's mistress rachel has a few choice answers for exactly where mistress mary can go as these expectant moms do battle hostilities erupt into a drama unlike anything zion hill has ever seen rachel contemplates everything from transferring her lifelong church membership to packing up and leaving lester but she knows deep down god is calling her to forgiveness
Holy Rollers 2014-05-27

fed up with their bad luck in love three friends tia coco and nita don their sunday best and attend a local conference for ministers hoping to find reliable responsible men in a touching and funny story of faith love and tenacious friendship original

Have a Little Faith 2013-09-24

four inspirational stories include signs of light in which a lonely woman befriends a single mom faith will overcome in which a woman learns to love herself maybelline in which a woman learns lessons about trust and priorities and survival instincts in which a librarian helps a reporter find forgiveness original 35 000 first printing

Mama's Boy 2015-07-07

when her son is accused of a violent crime church first lady gloria jones finds herself battling his prosecutor as well as her own inner demons to save him in this drama filled novel from bestselling award winning author reshonda tate billingsley gloria jones is living a mother s worst fear there s a massive manhunt for her son after a regular night out with friends escalated into the fatal shooting of a police officer her husband esteemed minister elton jones is humiliated by the news complicating an already strained relationship with his son and everyone in jasper texas a town already ripe with racial tension is up in arms but the killer they re searching for isn t the son gloria knows and now she must decide whether to turn him in or help him run as the seventeen year old battles for his life gloria turns to the woman hell bent on bringing him to justice prosecutor kay christiansen kay has built a solid record putting criminals behind bars and now as she s about to ride the record to the city s top spot mayor of houston this new case could threaten everything she s worked for but a mother s love knows no boundaries and gloria will have to face an ugly past and tackle painful secrets in an effort to save her son

Sinners & Saints 2012-10-30

jasmine larson bush and rachel jackson adams are each fighting to become the first lady of the national baptist association until the current first lady steps in a woman bigger badder and more devious than either of them

Everybody Say Amen 2009-02-24

while jonathan struggles with his ex over visitation rights and widower simon resists the attentions of single women david receives shocking news from his ex girlfriend and rachel finds her new role as a minister s wife challenged by the return of a first love original 60 000 first printing

The Pastor's Wife 2007-11-20

bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley evokes laughter tears and stunningly dramatic revelations in this uplifting novel of the power of love and forgiveness the rising pastor of houston s lily grove church terrance ellis needs to find a wife and not just any wife but the right young woman to stand beside him as first lady of lily grove at the fast approaching one hundredth year christmas service that is according to eva dorothy mae and mamie terrance s three endlessly argumentative aunts the strong outspoken ladies who lovingly raised him and got the once troubled boy on the right path after his grandmother essie died in a tragic accident they know the perfect mate is out there for their humble and handsome nephew so why of all women is outrageous flirtatious savannah mckinney drawing him in seeing terrance falling under her seductive spell has got his aunts frantically matchmaking since time is running out and gossip is flying who will be the pastor s wife only heaven knows for sure

Seeking Sarah 2017-08-15

on the day of her father s funeral brooke green s grandmother breaks the shocking news her mother sarah is very much alive living in atlanta she abandoned her family because she claimed she wasn t fit for motherhood but began an new career and even has a family in atlanta stunned brooke doesn t know if she wants answers or revenge when she meets sarah s husband tony brooke sees the perfect way to make her mother pay but her plan for revenge just may leave everyone in danger and end up costing brooke more than she ever bargained for
lights camera action tamara collins is poised to become the next great american actress the problem is hollywood doesn t know that just yet and since her bills aren t paying themselves tamara signs on to star in the new stageplay it should ve been me get in get out get paid that s all tamara wants to do but her co stars including donovan dobbs her ex that left her at the altar and camille woods a young starlet with a serious grudge could make this the worst decision tamara s ever made whatever it takes playwright producer gwen tanner weinstein has decided if her neglectful husband can t give her love she ll take his money and use it to make her stageplay dreams come true she s put together an amazing cast sold out shows across the country and is ready to take her rightful reign as one of the top play producers in the country if only she can keep the drama contained to the stage and that sexy young merchandising guy out of her bed from shady crew members to unscrupulous paparazzi it should ve been me is bound to be turned into real life drama that will rival anything that could ever happen on the stage

It Should've Been Me 2016-11-22

1 nationally bestselling and award winning author reshonda tate billingsley delivers another moving evocative and timely novel about how a small seed of hope can change the course of one s life savannah graham thought she had the perfect marriage until grief drove her husband into the arms of his best friend s wife now she believes revenge is the only way her heart can heal from the betrayal for fifty two years ollie moss lived side by side with the love of his life his wife elizabeth but now that she s gone so is his desire to live despite the love from his children and his beloved grandson samuel can anything save ollie s life anna rodriguez just wants to work and provide for her three children by any means necessary but her decision to break the law in order to get a job is threatening life as she knows it trey brown is known in his neighborhood as a hustler so much so that the gangs want him to join their ranks but there s a reason the nineteen year old does what he does the only one left who can save his little brother different circumstances lead each of them to the markham hotel where they hope to find solace comfort and answers told from multiple perspectives the book in room 316 will renew your strength and faith that there is always a way forward

The Book in Room 316 2018-07-10

warm witty and wise a unique collection of anecdotes and actual conversations helps african american daughters understand accept and if necessary forgive their mothers tell a woman she is turning into her mother and chances are she will deny it some will defy it ultimately though recognition will finally set in like it or not daughters often emulate their mothers in an era when more mothers and daughters are exploring their relationships help i ve turned into my mother offers an eclectic collection of true stories that provides a unique opportunity for discussion readers will see themselves or others in these tales from real life women of all ages races and walks of life gathered by the author from messages she received on her website the narratives include delightful reflections on the joys of growing up female to hilarious accounts of the agony and ecstasy of being a young woman to heartfelt tributes to parents and mentors who helped smooth the path to adulthood written with humor and warmth they offer advice encouragement and inspiration for anyone juggling the diverse demands of life today

Help! I've Turned Into My Mother 2013-06-25

the second book in an exciting and inspiring new series from national bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley they share a precious gift joining rachel jackson s church youth group has been a lifesaver for camille alexis jasmine and angel the fabulous four share everything from juicy gossip to mentoring school kids but their loyalty is put to the test when two of the girls get caught up in problems of their own and may drag their girlfriends down with them will they forget who their friends are wealthy alexis seems to have the perfect life but no one can see her fear as her parents head for divorce meanwhile jasmine is tired of being the glue that holds her mother and siblings together and she escapes by moving in with her father both girls are tempted to do something drastic to get the attention they crave and both need to hear rachel s hard won advice on why stealing will only get them more trouble but when it comes to winning back camille and angel s trust alexis and jasmine will have to find the answers in their own hearts

Blessings in Disguise 2007-01-09

one little ticket is about to change their lives but is it for better or for worse when the office lotto pool
lands the winning ticket for four friends each will embark on journeys that change their lives forever after years of stringing her along terrance has reluctantly married his longtime girlfriend sheray just days before winning the lottery now that he s a rich newlywed the former playboy is dreaming of what life would ve been like as a rich bachelor when the money drives a wedge between them sherry leaves and terrance learns the hard way to be careful what you wish for angelique has been overweight since she was young despite her insecurities her boyfriend marcus gives her his love and affection without reservation when she uses some of her winnings to get weight loss surgery her new body and new attitude gets her some new attention and could cost her the man she loves after twelve years of marriage janine s husband announces that he s leaving her for another woman when she realizes he could possibly get a portion of her prize she devises a scheme to keep it from him but when her plan backfires will she lose it all raquelle s life has just been turned upside down when she s caught embezzling money which she started doing to support her sick son with a boss bent on making her pay raquelle is facing hard time and about to discover there are some things her lotto winnings can t buy or can it with a bitter former coworker lurking in the background these friends are discovering their big payday will definitely change their lives just not in the ways they expected

Pay Day 2015-04-27

the daughter of an adulterous father deals with the long rippling effects of his actions in her own love life in this emotionally powerful novel by award winning and national bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley lauren robinson knows exactly what it takes to be the perfect mistress she had a front row seat when she tagged along with her father on all of his extramarital trysts she loved keeping daddy s special secrets but many family members especially her mother consider her an accomplice in helping break up their family years later lauren s mother joyce whose health is failing cannot let go of the bitterness caused by her husband s philandering she continues to blame lauren as does lauren s brother joyce can t see past her anger and betrayal and has withheld her maternal affection from lauren for most of her life this emotional distance and lauren s early dating experiences lead her to date married men that is until dr matthew king enters the scene now poised to become a college president matthew is a former beau that left lauren brokenhearted he tries to show lauren that he s a changed man since their college days the two truly connect and their relationship quickly escalates when matthew proposes marriage lauren happily accepts but as their very public engagement makes the news someone is intent on sabotaging their relationship someone who watched her own marriage destroyed by lauren and won t be happy until she gives lauren a taste of her own medicine can lauren stop the cycle of destruction in time to salvage the only love she s ever known

The Perfect Mistress 2016-07-05

these miami divas are filled with sass scandal and mouth dropping entertainment ni ni simone spilling juicy secrets on air is creating more drama than maya morgan ever imagined the teen reality show miami divas made media sensations out of miami s richest in crowd and maya morgan is one of them now maya s been offered her very own show and she ll do whatever it takes to step up the fame she s worked so hard for and that includes spilling some secrets her friends wish were left buried but as maya gives up the goods for the sake of ratings someone will do anything to shut her up between back stabbing lies and hard truths this gossip girl has only one chance to make things right before it s too late sit up and pay attention maya morgan will knock your socks off earl sewell author of the keysha diaries

Rumor Central 2013-05-01

now s your chance to sample a few chapters of the hottest book coming out this season from pat tucker sideline scandals for a limited time only for free sasha davenport started the football widows social club as a way to provide options for women who feel abandoned during the season after joining the football widows club the women realize there is life outside the huddle but they also learn that all the members have scandalous secrets which threaten to ruin the star studded lives they all enjoy behind the club s facade there s so much infighting among the members they often seem to be playing for opposing teams and these football widows will provide enough drama during the season that it doesn t take long before they begin to compete with the action on the field

News Media Yellow Book 2007

no nonsense divorce court judge vanessa colton kirk has seen it all presiding over the breakup of countless unhappy and disillusioned couples in her houston courtroom but now career driven vanessa is facing her own marriage crisis when her husband decides to call it quits she goes but not without a fight
and is determined to emerge the victor then a twist of fate helps her see things in a whole new light and vanessa must face the hard questions most importantly can she open her heart to the renewing power of love and forgiveness

**Sideline Scandals Free Preview 2013-08-27**

the ultimate daddy by default stuck paying child support for a kid who isn t his is now an advocate for fathers who are being victimized by the system the ultimate daddy by default stuck paying child support for a kid who isn t his is now an advocate for fathers who are being victimized by the system it s been five years since parker redman s life changed dramatically now he s making a name for himself across the country as an outspoken advocate for father s rights after his horrific experience of being forced to pay child support for a child he never created he vowed to change the system one desperate father at a time serena has had enough everywhere she turns she s reminded of parker and his noble work for helpless fathers but she s about to blow the lid off his hustle now that she s revealed her daughter s real father she s going on record to expose him for the hypocrite she thinks he is upon her release from prison lachez baker is livid to learn of her son s plans to marry at seventeen junie is headstrong and determined to live the good life at any cost but when lachez finds out about the cougar that s latched on to her son she s determined to stop this travesty before wedding bells ring eboni newton is fed up with her baby s daddy as far as she s concerned shawnathon is a deadbeat and she s determined to make him pay for all the pain he s caused her

**Can I Get a Witness? 2012-05-29**

1 national bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley takes off on an adventure of romance passion and just a touch of suspense set in one of the world s most exotic locales after her company is bought out by a tabloid magazine career driven journalist ava cole is less than thrilled to be covering celebrity fluff stories even if her first assignment sends her to aruba for the high profile wedding of pop star india wright maybe a solo excursion far from home will help her forget about her crazy family and her suddenly ex boyfriend who seems to have trouble with two simple words i do it doesn t take long for the steamy island atmosphere to work its magic and ava finds herself enjoying a sexy flirtation with cliff the photographer shooting the singer s nuptials just as their attraction heats up ava uncovers a bombshell of blackmail deadly deceptions and international intrigue that will all but destroy india wright with ominous threats closing in after the story leaks whom can ava trust with her explosive information her heart and her life

**Daddy's Maybe 2012-11-13**

based on true yet unbelievable events guarding secrets is the story of the extreme power one prisoner wields not only over his fellow inmates but also over the female correctional officers who guard him daquan is in jail but he is no ordinary inmate he runs one of the most powerful prison gangs in the state of texas and that gang is selling all kinds of contraband from pills to cell phones and quality liquor all smuggled in by a dedicated team of corrupt correctional officers correctional officer kenyataye dunbar knows very little about the extent of daquan s power in the free world but she does know that what she feels is real love whether it is mind blowing sex in prison closets paying her rent or buying her a new bmw daquan takes better care of her than most of the men she has been with on the outside but all of that was before correctional officer charisma jones started working at the texas department of criminal justice s jester unit and started flirting with daquan now kenyataye is pregnant with daquan s second child but is being replaced as his right hand soon she decides revenge is the only way to make daquan and charisma pay for her misery but will the revenge cost more than kenyataye is willing to pay or will she keep guarding secrets

**A Good Man Is Hard to Find 2011-03-22**

in this captivating family drama from award winning bestselling author reshonda tate billingsley four estranged sisters must return to rural arkansas when their mother is diagnosed with a terminal illness their mother wants them to repair their shattered relationships but first they ll have to face the lies and obstacles they ve worked so hard to leave behind raising four very different daughters on her own in rural arkansas wasn t easy for miss pearly bell and she s always regretted that the sisters went their separate ways for good and never wanted to see each other again but when pearly is stricken with a terminal illness she summons them all home determined to somehow help them get right with each other and forgive but that means dealing with past secrets and lies first as the oldest sister pastor s wife maxine took her responsibility way too seriously and never fails to judge everyone else but a secret she
can no longer keep will explode everything she stands for. Youngest sister Leslie is all about making a very different life with her new love but she didn’t expect a shattering past truth to be suddenly revealed and uproot everything she ever thought she knew. Elegant PR professional Stella and her earthy twin star Don’t see eye to eye on anything and now a long ago deception could wipe out their last chance at a relationship. Soon each sister must confront the illusions they’ve taken refuge in for so long and deal with each other woman to woman but can building an all too fragile trust repair the damage done and help them come together when they are needed most?

**Guarding Secrets 2016-11-29**

Felicia Spears is the epitome of a woman scorned. Nothing is right in her life since her ex left and she blames him for all of her misery. Felicia has every right to be bitter and angry in the early days she made incredible sacrifices to help ensure Cooper’s success and it seemed the moment his star began to rise Felicia was replaced now she’s hell bent on getting what she feels she deserves especially since that means tearing down Cooper’s new life.

**Miss Pearly’s Girls 2022-02-22**

After her husband dies, Miriam turns to her best friend Jamal but when comfort and support turns into passion, Miriam believes that she is in love and becomes a woman scorned and out for revenge when Jamal rejects her after their heated affair.

**All About Him 2017-07-25**

After her car breaks down, Hope Reed accepts a ride from two neighborhood thugs later they are pulled over and arrested for a deadly convenience store robbery and Hope is arrested too. An unforgettable novel party girl asks the question is being at the wrong place at the wrong time reason enough to ruin your life.

**Night Owl Reviews Magazine, Issue 1 2013-06-04**

She dishes celebrity dirt no one else dares but now Maya Morgan is about to get a taste of her own medicine. Gossip show Rumor Central has gone beyond Miami to national syndication so now’s the time for Maya Morgan to really make her brand blow up but her brand starts to blow up in her face when a super fan takes over her online life. Trashing her reputation and putting her gossip future at risk now Maya will need every down and dirty move and a little help from her frenemies to manage this disaster and save everything she’s dish so hard to get scandal and mouth dropping entertainment. Ni Ni Simone sit up and pay attention Maya Morgan will knock your socks off! Earl Sewell, author of the Keysha Diaries.

**Never Say Never 2012-02-21**

**Party Girl 2011**

**Digital Talking Books Plus 2008**

**The Publishers Weekly 2013-10-01**

**You Don’t Know Me Like That**
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